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Power Hour – Sundays 9.30am
Breakfast Prayer - Tuesdays 7.30am
Mainly Music – Thursdays 9.15-11.15am
St Ronan’s Pastoral Care
For pastoral care needs, please contact our Pastoral Care Co-ordinators,
Colin Dalziel 562 7238 or Mary Williams 568 3216

Remember, Remember the 5th of November…
“Remember, remember, the 5th of November” runs an old
English folksong from the mid-1700s. As chance would
have it, I’m sitting at my keyboard wondering what to
write on this very day we are challenged to remember.
And what is it we are encouraged so charmingly to
remember? The failed attempt in 1605 to blow up the
British House of Lords (and thereby kill the king). The
celebration takes its name from the hapless character,
Guy Fawkes, who happened to be guarding the explosives
when the constabulary arrived.
Bonfires were lit all round London to celebrate the king’s survival and soon
after an official day of thanksgiving was introduced by act of parliament.
Well that’s how it began but it begs a question. After over 400 years, why do
we still celebrate this somewhat bizarre political fiasco? Well, when I was
growing up in a small country town the community bonfire was just
spectacular, all the families would gather with their fireworks and a great time
was enjoyed by all, the political origins long forgotten.
These days things have changed and the growing concerns over health and
safety along with the stress on pets, as well as the provision civic-funded
professional displays, raise other questions about how long noisy back-yard
revels should continue.
And when we have an event of significance in our own history to recall on this
date, maybe it’s time for a change. Why not find a suitable way to celebrate
what happened at Parihaka on 5 November 1881?
In his book “Ask That Mountain” Dick Scott tells us that shortly after 5am, the
advance guard of over 100 picked men “moved in skirmishing order up the
road to the village”. They were followed by five companies of constabulary
while the main body of volunteers fanned out to encircle the village. “With
rifles at the ready the troops ran from cover to cover cautiously surrounding
their objective.” He reports that every hill and valley was alive with
enthusiastic amateurs waiting for the first shot to signal the attack.
At 7am the advance force approached the main entrance and met the first
wave of Te Whiti’s shock troops – two hundred young girls sitting in lines to
completely block the way. They calmly chanted songs and spun tops. And they
would not move.
“Behind them older girls skipping in unison made the second line of defence”.
No threats could dislodge them, and each unit of the advance guard met the
same reception. Eventually the troops made it through to the centre of the
village to find 2500 people who had been sitting quietly on the marae since
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midnight, waiting for the attack. Later that morning Mr Bryce, who as Native
minister had planned the attack and chosen “the anniversary of the gunpowder
plot for his grandiloquent enterprise” arrived. Bryce made several unrewarding
attempts to make Te Whiti come forward to which he replied “If Mr Bryce
wants to talk to me let him come”.
Bryce then ordered the constables to arrest Te Whiti and Tohu. As with great
dignity they moved through the crowd of silent followers, Te Whiti said to them
“This day’s work is not my doing. It comes from the heart of the Pakeha. On
my fall the Pakeha builds his work: but be you steadfast in all that is peaceful”.
And this twelve years before Gandi’s first act of non-violent civil disobedience.
Surely the non-violent stand for peace and justice made by Te whiti at
Parihaka is a worthy replacement for a failed gunpowder plot no matter how
we find to celebrate it.
Reg Weeks

Clerk’s Corner
Mainly Music (MM): In September, St Ronan’s
Mainly Music Playgroup came into existence and we
now have an official Ministry of Education certificate to
prove it! We are now waiting to hear if we will receive
a fairly generous start-up
grant from the MoE to buy items that will enhance
the quality of our children’s enjoyment and
educational experience.
Mainly Music celebrated 16 years of bringing music to our little people on 31
October.
Toolbox parenting courses: We are now four weeks into another six-week
long Toolbox parenting course. This one is for parents of primary-age children
(5-9 yr). The sessions are on Thursday evenings 7.15-9.30pm and run through
to 22 November. There are 12 registrants for this course (the maximum). It’s
going really well.
Next year (in Term 1) we plan to run the
course for parents of Intermediate Years
children (ages 9-12 yr) and in Term 2, the one
for parents of Teenage Years children/young
adults (13-18 yr).
Many thanks to the Eastbourne Lions who are
supporting the course costs, allowing the regular fees to be halved, so no one
is excluded because of cost – course fees are reduced to $37.50 (individual)
and $55 (couple).
e: slang@xtra.co.nz t:562 8752
m:021 222 0383
Sandy Lang
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Community Fridge update
There are still foods being dropped off in the
fridge and picked up and this is expected to
increase with the warmer weather.
The sound-absorbing, sound-proofing (i.e.
corrugated, black-rubber underlay) has now
been applied (thanks Simon) to the inside of the weather shelter to reduce fridge fan
noise.
We now await a re-test of the noise level by HCC. Hopefully the fridge will be fully
noise compliant and can be turned on again for the summer.

Sandy Lang

Lower Hutt Foodbank
I have been asked by the Foodbank committee to thank you
once again for the amazing gifts your congregation give to
the Foodbank each week. Week by week your people give
food, toiletries, baby items and staple needs which enable us
to fill the pantries of those who come needing help. Your
generosity of giving is very much appreciated.
We are largely dependent upon the ongoing donations from the Hutt community, and
yours and other churches are our most consistent donors.
We can always use basic food items such as: snacks for children’s lunch boxes, tins of
food, breakfast cereals, pasta and sauces, spreads, sugar, flour, tea and soup. Excess
vegetables and fruit from your gardens is always well received too. Please pass on
our grateful thanks to all who contribute.
The people who come to us for support are usually desperate for many reasons and
come as a last resort. We are glad to be able to help them at a crisis point.
Once again thank you. Your willingness to help those less fortunate than yourselves is
very much appreciated. Many thanks

Jenny Whimp
Boomerang Bags update
Birthday party: Last Tuesday (30 October) was Boomerang
Bags 1st birthday. A celebration was enjoyed with a large
chocolate cake and some bubbly.
Facebook: Following a call-out over the Eastbourne Facebook
page, we received another 60 Boomerang bags that had been
sewn at people’s homes – an amazing response. Thanks!
Goals: Back when we started in October 2017, we set a goal for the first year of
making 1,000 bags. As the year rolled on, we began to think we’d never make it. On
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our birthday we had 6 or 7 machines buzzing away all evening and we made it to
1,037 bags! As I write, a few days later 6 November, we’ve made it to 1,057 bags.
Our next sewing bee will be at St Ronan’s on Tuesday 20 th November. After this bees
will be fortnightly.

Genevieve gen@genevievepacker.com; Mary 027 664 7661 / 562 7554
www.facebook.com/BoomerangBagsEastbourneNZ

Genevieve Packer & Mary Ryan

General Assembly 2018
The 2018 General Assembly had a distinctly Pacifica flavour. This was strongly
influenced by the incoming Moderator, the Rev Taimoanaifakaofo (Fakaofo)
Kaio who was born in Tokelau to Samoan parents working for the London
Missionary Society. He led the proceedings with grace and mana, encouraging
much lusty singing.
St Andrew’s College in
Merivale was an excellent
venue for GA18, held
between 3–7 October. The
many modern buildings on
the College campus reminded
us of the huge amount of
rebuilding that has occurred
following the earthquakes.
St Andrew’s Chapel
Worship services were held in
the attractive new chapel
which has a long glazed wall overlooking the playing fields.
The Assembly was well run and helped by a lack of contentious debate that has
marked some previous assemblies. Some of the key items that were discussed
and agreed included:
• The Pacific Island Synod is now the Pacific Presbytery
• That PCANZ opposes the proposed End of Life Choice Bill
• That a task group consider the Church’s wealth and make recommendations
to the 2020 Assembly for a national strategy for
sharing resources
The Anglican Archbishop Philip Richardson gave a
brief address in which he asked for forgiveness for
“having put the ecumenical relationship on the
back burner”. The Assembly acknowledged that
PCANZ had also neglected this relationship.
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An evening session held in the chapel saw five local groups tell their stories of
recovery and renewal following the earthquakes. Many are now “doing church”
in very different ways than before. Several are connecting with new, raw
communities through meals and playgroup initiatives.
Listening to and talking with a range of delegates I found many parishes facing
similar issues to those faced by St Ronan’s.
The Assembly concluded on Sunday morning with a rousing service in the
chapel.
Simon Shaw

Kia ora to Living Wage Hutt Valley People
Our celebration on Thursday 25 October was a fantastic success. So many
people and organisations contributed to ensure everything went well and it was
a wonderful evening. You can check out some photos here on the Living Wage
Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/LivingWageAotearoaNewZealand/
It was fantastic to be able to celebrate the milestone in our campaign for Hutt
City Council to adopt the Living Wage for all directly employed workers. But it
was also great to hear the positive response from the Mayor to the community
call to extend the Living Wage to HCC workers employed via contractors. Other
elected representatives were also very positive. Council will consider this issue
in December and we need to be ready to demonstrate community support.
Our next step is to plan our next visit to Council. Please join us for our
last network meeting of 2018: 5.30-7.30pm, Thursday 15 November at
Hutt Union and Community Heath Service, 51 Farmer Crescent,
Pomare.
Lyndy McIntyre Facilitator Hutt Valley, Living Wage Movement

Amanda the panda
Amanda the Panda gave us the message on Sunday morning
(4/11). We are to spend time with others: listening, giving
simple things, helping with things, saying nice things, touching
to let them know we care.
While our hearts can beat, so our
hearts can love.
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I’ve got the whole world…
I’ve got the whole world in
I’ve got the whole world in
I’ve got the whole world in
I’ve got the whole world in

my
my
my
my

hands
hands
hands
hands

I’ve got the fish of the sea in my hands
I’ve got the birds of the air in my hands
I’ve got the beasts of the land in my hands
I’ve got the whole world in my hands
I’ve got the gamblin' man in my hands
I’ve got the sinner man in my hands
I’ve got the workers & the bosses in my
hands
I’ve got the whole world in my hands

I’ve got the little bitsy baby in my hands
I’ve got the mothers & the fathers in my
hands
I’ve got the teachers & the students in my
hands
I’ve got the whole world in my hands.
I’ve got the bankers & the brokers in my
hands
I’ve got the bishops & the preachers in my
hands
I’ve got the kings & the presidents in my
hands
I’ve got the whole world in my hands.
I am Technology!

Geoff Mann

OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD – SAMARITANS’ PURSE SHOEBOX APPEAL 2018
A BIG THANKYOU To everyone
who contributed by filling and giving
a total of 17 Christmas child
shoeboxes with lovely gifts for
children.
After the Morning Church Service on 14 October and a blessing by Reg Weeks,
the filled shoe boxes were delivered to the local drop off point to continue their
journey.
Below is an extract from a statement by Franklin Graham the founder of the
International Christmas Child shoebox appeal.
“For the past 25 years I’ve had the opportunity to hand out Operation
Christmas Child (OCC) shoebox gifts to precious children in some of the
darkest corners of our world. I wish you could be there to see their smiles and
hear them squealing with delight as they open their shoeboxes packed by
people just like you.
“Many of these children have never received a Christmas present before. Some
were not raised in churches and have never celebrated Jesus’ birthday. As we
bring them gifts, God gives us abundant opportunities to introduce them to His
greatest gift, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
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“Churches around the world are the foundation of OCC. They collect and hand
out the majority of shoebox gifts. When Samaritan’s Purse ships shoeboxes
into a country, local churches organise outreach events where they invite
children from throughout their community. In this way, each and every
shoebox represents an opportunity to share the hope of the Gospel of Christ.”
Franklin Graham President, Samaritan’s Purse
And thank you from Colin Dalziel

The second Wellington Forum dinner takes place on Tues 13 Nov, 7pm at St
John's in the City.
The guest speaker will be Bishop Eleanor Sanderson from the Wellington Anglican
Diocese. She'll be sharing some of her personal journey, including her current
missional venture living in the old Kelburn Presbyterian Hall!
As well as Presbytery members, anyone connected to the Wellington Presbyterian
tribe is welcome.
The suggested koha for the night is $20 per adult. RSVP to paul@muc.org.nz for
catering purposes.
Arohanui Paul, Robert, Stuart, and Leanne

Rood Screen – Firewood
I was splitting firewood recently and thinking what a
mindless job it was. Piston back, insert log, piston
forward, watch blade split log, piston back, remove
pieces, insert next log, piston forward, watch – ad
infinitum.
And then it occurred to me it was not mindless at all.
Because each log is individual. As you quietly perform
the repeated actions, you must assess each as you
pick it up. Is it clean? Which way does the grain run?
Are there knots? Is the grain straight? How best will it split? Is this log better
suited to several, small, fast-burning pieces to start a fire or for a big
‘overnight’ chunk?
Of course, being an amateur, every now and then I got it all wrong and tried to
split a log the wrong way – with disastrous results!
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In Jeremiah 18 we are told the story of the potter. How he takes the clay and
decides how he will shape it – and how God does that with us.
We are all so delightfully different and yet God, in His infinite wisdom, can look
at us and see just how to make something useful out of us. And because God
is no amateur, He will see a way for even the (seemingly) least talented of us.
The only trick is we must trust Him and let Him shape us.

Phil’s photo – In the Middle of Nowhere
New Zealand is a beautiful place to live, so much to do, so much to explore, so
much to enjoy and so much to experience. We’ve got it all - - right here…!
For example, in the middle of nowhere, is the Pureora Forest Park - roughly NE
of Taumaranui. And in the middle of the Pureora Forest is Timber Trail Lodge
(roughly, nearish, Piropiro) – ever heard of Piropiro? - I think not…

The Lodge is strategically placed about midway along a two-day, mountain-bike trail
through the Pureora Forest. So, at one end
of the 85-km Timber Trail is Pureora, about
the middle is the Lodge and at the other end
is Ongarue - so,
Pureora➔Lodge➔Ongarue
It works like this…
Day 1 – You drive to Ongarue (about 26 km NE of Taumaranui). It’s well
signposted as ‘Timber Trail, Bennet Rd, Car Park’. The secure car park is about
2 km from the main road. Here you arrive before 5 pm and leave your car.
You, your luggage and your bike are picked up by a van+trailer and you are
whisked off to Timber Trail Lodge for your first night. The Lodge is a veritable
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oasis in the forest – high-quality accommodation, en-suite rooms, a fabulous
lounge and a fabulous dining hall – really neat. I stayed there recently for
three nights.
The lodge is managed by Kate and Hadden – a delightful young couple. They
organise your ‘Timber Trail experience’, their cooking is fabulous. Over the
three nights I stayed we had roast chook, roast lamb and baked lasagne (I love
food). To help the meals down (as if they needed any help) there’s an excellent
selection of wines and beers.
Day 2 – Next morning, you consume a
hearty breakfast of cereals, eggs and bacon.
Next (fully gorged) you are handed a hearty
packed lunch, and you, your bike (or
electric bike) are re-loaded on the
van+trailer and you’re whisked off to
Pureora where they drop you off.
At Pureora, a Maori carving marks the start of the trail and before you know it
you’re off on a 40 km ride through the forest (moderate fitness is required –
but it’s not too difficult).

(essentially, a repeat of night one).

The track is
easy to follow
and you ride
among mighty
trees that were
well grown
when Captain
Cook came to
New Zealand in
1769. At the
end of your
first day’s ride
is the Lodge,
and a good
meal, and a
shower, and
your bed

Day 3 – Next morning, you’re handed another hearty packed lunch and you’re
off again, destination Ongarue, 45 km away. There you will find your car, your
luggage and you’re done…
Wanna know more? Just Google ‘Timber Trail Lodge’.

Phil Benge
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ST RONAN’S & EAST HARBOUR RED CROSS BAKE STALL
Saturday 13 October
As they say a rolling stone gathers speed. Indeed this was the case with the St
Ronan’s and East Harbour Red Cross recent bake stall on the wild weather 13 th
October. Even with rain and sunshine and southerlies, we had a full table of
gorgeous baking that sold out in three hours!
Working together as a team of volunteers was
effective in generating a goodly sum of $645 for
this year’s projects of Randwick School Bicycle
project and Lower Hutt Red Cross Refugees.
Thank you to everyone who contributed in baking,
stall operation and buying!!!!
Susan Connell

Marking the Advent of Christmas – Stirring the Cake
To mark the start of Advent on November 25, St Ronan’s Christmas cake
stirring will begin. The Power Hour children will put all the cake ingredients in a
mixing bowl and bring the bowl to our morning tea room for everyone to stir.
In this way our congregation can be united through
putting their heart, soul and body into the careful
stirring!
Later, on 9 December, we shall
enjoy retelling our St Ronan’s
Family Christmas Nativity play
followed by sharing our Christmas
morning tea and cake. Please also
bring a friend or relative with
whom we can share. It is a really nice thing to look
forward to as we enter Advent.
An update on the Father’s Day biscuits: I have tried the
recipe but to get them to roll into little balls took time, I gave
up and flattened the lot in a cake tin. The slice never did get ginger icing on it, but it
sure was good for weed-eater helpers to dunk. Ed.

Children’s Power Hour & Wiggly Church
Recently we have been exploring Champions of God
throughout the Bible such as Joseph, Miriam, ShadrachMeshach-Abednego, Apollos and Luke. While their life and times
were not easily compared to ours, we have to admire them for
always standing up for God and being faithful. As well, we have
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been looking at how we can be Champions of God today, e.g. ways to learn
about God, who helps us to learn about God, about Jesus, and teaches us ways
to pray, then where do I fit in as a Champion of God.
Together, the many writers of the Bible, who contributed over hundreds of
years, have given us a clearer picture of God. One of these writers was Luke,
who passed on stories of Jesus especially in his first book known as Luke’s
Gospel. In Luke’s second book, the Acts of the Apostles, he continued the
story and described some of the struggles the early disciples faced as they
tried to obey Jesus’ command to spread the Good News. Jesus had said, “The
Holy Spirit will come upon you and give you power. Then you will tell everyone
about me in Jerusalem, in all of Judea, in Samaria and everywhere in the
world.”
Did you know that? Luke was a medical doctor. Luke first came to know
about the Jesus’ healing stories because he lived in the large city of Antioch,
one of the first places to where eye-witnessing Christians migrated from
Jerusalem and where he also met Paul, who was a great traveller spreading the
Good News.
Luke was fascinated by Jesus for medical reasons. The first reason was
because none of the healings Luke had seen matched up to the amazing
healings he had heard about performed by Jesus. There was the healing of the
blind beggar, Jarius’ daughter was brought back to life, and how a crippled
man was lowered through a hole in the roof and he walked after Jesus told him
to, “Pick up your mat and walk home”. Imagine that!
The second reason why Luke was interested in Jesus was because, at that
time, the medical thought was that disease or health was a symptom of a
person’s relationship with God. The level of obedience to God would affect your
health and well being. “A cheerful heart is good medicine. But a crushed spirit
dries up the bones.” In many ways this is still true today. So this meant that
Luke knew of God too and in believing of a relationship between body and spirit
and well being. Luke’s humbleness to learn from Jesus spurred him on.
Consequently Luke wanted to know more about real healing, like that which
Jesus did, and wanted others to know too. Thus Luke became a Champion of
God by writing about Jesus’ work through God.
Susan Connell
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Suffrage Celebration

You are cordially invited to join Presbyterian Women and Methodist Women of the
greater Wellington area to celebrate 125 years since women in New Zealand earned
the right to vote.
When: Sunday 25 November 2018 Time: 2:00 to 4:30pm
Where: St Ninian’s Uniting Church – Karori
Afternoon tea will be provided.
Please bring memorabilia to share. There will be an offering for Girls’ Brigade
Enquiries/approx numbers to:
Judith Dunlop – 478 5252 or dunlop-bjf@xtra.co.nz

CWS Update…
In the latest edition of CWS Update,
we celebrate mangroves as habitat
and protectors of coastal
communities. Our partner Developers in the Philippines
planted over 2,000 propagules and our donors who gave
them the resources they needed for the job. Thanks for
supporting climate justice.
Then for those thinking of gifts for Christmas, this year’s
CWS Christmas Appeal is Lifeline.
So many people are suffering in so many conflicts, and we
can be the Lifeline by showing our concern through regular support to these
appeals.
You could consider “Gifts for Change”, like buying a piglet ($40), bees for
honey in Sri Lanka ($20) & others. Giving girls a fair go in Uganda is another
project.
Last year’s appeal raised $374,900, and 66% of that used for International
programmes.
Jan Heine
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Faith and Reason…
A hundred years on, it’s time to lay World
War 1 to rest and focus forward on
constructing the peace, suggests Ian
Harris.
Sunday marks 100 years since the guns of
World War 1 fell silent. Scars of the conflict
remain in vast cemeteries, the photo
albums of countless families, and the stillsimmering tensions of the new world that
lurched out of the wreckage of the old. In
recent years it has been freshly engraved
in our consciousness through a steady stream of books, ceremonies,
exhibitions, stamps, coins, plays and television programmes.
Now it is surely time to lay that war to rest and refocus our vision and our
energy on the subtler challenge of building a truly just and lasting peace.
That won’t be easy. Ever since the Gallipoli campaign, New Zealanders have
taken great pride in our country’s commitment to the ideal of freedom from
oppression. This impelled us to send young men in their thousands to fight and
die for king, empire and the ruling classes of the day. They showed incredible
devotion and valour.
So did their enemies, Turk and German alike. As each Remembrance and
Anzac Day we mourn the fathers, sons and brothers who died in battle, so do
they. But we seldom spare a thought for them or their families, most of them
ordinary people just like us, caught up in a conflict far from their making. A
hundred years on, perhaps we should.
Also, while we have naturally focused on New Zealand’s toll in the abortive
invasion of Turkey, little is heard about the much greater losses suffered by
other participants. Our dead and wounded totalled 7991, Britain’s 73,485,
Australia’s 28,150, France’s 27,000, while the Turks lost 251,309. Those lives
matter, too.
Nearly everyone agrees that war is ghastly and dehumanising, but we should
recognise that not everyone loses out. In Days of Our Years, Dutch journalist
Pierre van Paassen notes that even as the armies were locked in the bloodbath
of Flanders, representatives of the German chemical trust, Swiss copper
interests, and English, German and French armament firms met in Vienna.
“Their sole purpose,” he says, “was to devise ways and means of keeping the
war going profitably.”
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There were other such instances, prompting French author and Nobel laureate
Anatole France to observe, “They thought they were dying for their country;
they were dying for the industrialists.”
Such history has lessons for the present, but do we learn? The brutal murder of
Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi in Istanbul last month revolted the world, but
the prospect of profits sways President Trump to go easy on Riyadh. He doesn’t
want to jeopardise a $US110 billion arms deal – think of American profits,
think of American jobs . . . And think of the populations against whom the
arms might one day be used.
Some argue that building these arsenals of mass destruction is the only
realistic way to be sure of peace. They also guarantee that somewhere, some
day, national leaders can resort to war again. The industrialists will be happy
with that.
Moving from fascination with war to a full-on commitment to peace might
begin with reflecting on the preamble to Unesco’s constitution: “Since wars
begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace
must be constructed.”
Everyone is capable of this change of mindset. It might begin simply by
wearing a white poppy for peace alongside the red poppy of remembrance on
Anzac Day. After all, the men and women we remember would say they fought
to bring peace, so in this way we would honour them, too.
It might mean greater acknowledgment of those who took a principled stand
against all war and suffered for it – as, indeed, Dunedin is doing by erecting a
memorial to Archibald Baxter. The army sent Baxter to the Belgian front to
break him, but he stood firm. No one should doubt his courage.
We might shift the emphasis from tales of heroism in war to stories of nonviolence and heroism – to Te Whiti-o-Rongomai of Parihaka, Mahatma Gandhi
in India, Martin Luther King in the US, Nelson Mandela in South Africa. As the
poet Milton wrote, “peace hath her victories no less renowned than war.”
We might resist resurgent nationalisms by getting in behind organisations that
promote peace through greater fairness throughout the world.
We might seek to understand how people elsewhere think – not so much to
highlight our differences, but to register how much we have in common.
These are realistic ways, open to everyone, of building on the Unesco truth
that victory in the cause of peace begins in the minds of men and women,
everywhere.
Ian Harris

Faith and Reason, ODT, November 9, 2018.
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St Ronan’s Presbyterian Church,
234 Muritai Road, Eastbourne 5013
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Contributions for the ‘Record’ are most welcome.
Please place them in the Church letterbox or email to helen.withy@xtra.co.nz or
janheine@xtra.co.nz

The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors.
They do not necessarily represent those of St Ronan’s Church.

And the closing date for the December 2018 Record is

Sunday 25 November 2018
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